
ACCES WORKSHOP: OBJECT MARKS  

Friday 7th January, 1pm-4.30pm. Garstang Museum, Liverpool.   

The workshop consisted of two practical presentations by Steven Snape (Univ. Liverpool/Garstang 

Museum) and Alice Stevenson (Pitt Rivers Museum), who each spoke about identifying and interpreting 

object marks, with reference to the excavations of John Garstang and Flinders Petrie respectively. The 

session included object handling and consultation of published excavation memoirs. Discussion is 

summarised below. 

Steven Snape gave the first presentation, focusing on objects found in the excavations of John Garstang. 

A native of Blackburn, and first Professor of Archaeological Methods at Liverpool University, Garstang 

had particularly strong connections with the north-west of England. Like Petrie, Garstang’s distribution 

of the objects he discovered in Egypt was directly connected to amounts paid by individuals and 

institutions in sponsorship. One significant difference was that Garstang was supported by specifically 

assembled committees of supporters. They supported work at a number of locations, unsurprisingly 

focussing on cemetery sites – with the expectation of a high yield of objects: 

1902-4 – Beni Hasan 

1904-5 – Hierakonpolis 

1905-6 – Esna, Koshtamna 

1906-9 – Abydos 

1909-14 – Meroe, Sudan (although relatively few of these objects found their way into small collections, 

being retained by large institutional sponsors). 

Some sites, such as Ptolemaic tombs at Abydos, were low on small portable objects but contained many 

heavy objects, such as sarcophagi and human remains (in which Garstang didn’t have much interest). 

Often objects from the same context, such as a tomb or chapel, were split up. 

Some private collections, such as that of Lady O’Hagan at Burnley, were acquired directly by local 

authorities, making individual excavated objects relatively easy to trace. Other collections, such as that 

of Reverend William MacGregor, were auctioned off and are now dispersed around the country. The 

Garstang Archive, held in the School of Archaeology, Classics and Egyptology (SACE), University of 

Liverpool, contains extensive correspondence between Garstang and his sponsors and is one end of the 

chain that connects objects discovered by him and the museums in which the objects eventually ended 

up through distribution.  

Tracing individual pieces is helped by taking excavators’ object marks into account. Garstang numbered 

objects using a number of conventions: 

- for pottery from Beni Hasan, a typical and ubiquitous find at the site, he gave each object a 

number in ink, indicating the tomb/shaft/chamber from which it had come. This information 



alone is generally unhelpful, and often must be cross-checked using records of individual tombs 

in published accounts (J. Garstang, Burial Customs of the Ancient Egyptians, as illustrated by the 

tombs of the Middle Kingdom, originally published in 1907, but reissued subsequently and now 

available online as a downloadable pdf file) or in the more extensive unpublished archive 

material at Liverpool University. 

- Objects from Esna are designated by an ‘E’, sometimes followed by the year, and occasionally a 

tomb number. A useful source for information on objects from the site is: D. Downes, The 

excavations at Esna, 1905-1906, Aris and Phillips, 1974. 

- Objects from Koshtamna are designated by a ‘K’ 

- Pieces from Abydos, the source of the greatest number of Garstang-excavated objects, are 

designated by Tomb number + A + year (e.g. 541 A’08) 

- Objects from Hierakonpolis are designated either as coming from the Fort (cemetery) ‘F’ or the 

town ‘T’. An important source of information for Garstang’s Hierakonpolis objects is: B. Adams, 

The Fort Cemetery at Hierakonpolis, KPI, 1987.  

- Objects from El-Mahasna carry the markings either ‘S1’ or ‘S2’, although there are very rare. 

Garstang’s notebooks, held at Liverpool University, don’t tend to number individual objects – just 

tombs. In general, Garstang’s diligence in recording fell off with time, thus records from later seasons 

tend to be less informative. Records for campaigns at Meroe are particularly detailed, but these objects 

are unlikely to be in small collections. 

ACCES members can help trace the current locations of excavated objects by examining the objects 

themselves for indications of excavator’s marks. For example, a notice placed by Garstang in The Times 

on 18th February 1904 advertises a large collection of pottery for sale. Although many responses to the 

advert from around the UK are preserved in the Garstang archive, anywhere potentially could have 

some of this material. 

 

Alice Stevenson focussed on objects excavated by the ‘Father of Egyptian Archaeology’, Flinders Petrie 

and his students working, principally, for the Egypt Exploration Fund (EEF) or the Egyptian Research 

Account (later merged with and ultimately renamed British School of Archaeology in Egypt (BSAE)). One 

of Petrie’s many methodological innovations was the practice of numbering objects. Early examples of 

numbered objects, such as those from his excavations at Kahun/Lahun, include only tentative dates (in 

Roman numerals), with no reference to context. From about 1894 Petrie began numbering objects with 

context numbers (primarily tomb numbers). Although Petrie notes in his publication of material from 

Nagada that ‘every jar kept was marked with a number’, the numbering system was confused by the fact 

that two different people were working at opposite ends of the site – each giving objects their own 

numbers! 

At the end of each season excavation memoirs summarizing the work of the season were published and 

sent to subscribers. These were just summaries of the work undertaken and as such only mention a  

subset of all excavated contexts. They are nevertheless worth consulting and cross-checking for 



background information on the type of numbering used in any given season. Before the index of the 

volumes broad distributions of objects were sometimes listed and this may give a clue as to whether a 

museum received objects from that site (although objects often were received by institutions not listed). 

A definitive interpretation of a single object mark needs considerable research. A key source for 

information on Petrie’s numbered objects are his notebooks, held in the Petrie Museum in London. A 

pdf file of scans of these is available from the Petrie Museum. The Petrie Museum Digital Egypt website 

also lists distributions: http://www.digitalegypt.ucl.ac.uk/archaeology/petriedigsindex.html. 

Petrie advised the practice of numbering objects – using a combination of number and letter – in his 

1904 volume, Methods and Aims in Archaeology. ‘China ink’ was found useful, as was carving and the 

application of small jewelers’ tags. Petrie generally used small case letters , usually placed on the base of 

an object.  It should be noted, however, that the same letter could be used for different sites, e.g. there 

is a cemetery ‘B’ at both Abydos and Diospolis Parva, and two cemetery ‘E’s at Abydos!  

In the 1920s, Petrie’s object numbers tended to take the form: year (without 19) + context number. 

Guy Brunton’s excavations of the 1920s (published in the 1940s: Mostagedda, Matmar, Qau, Badari) 

uses the same system, with a fraction writing of year over context number: 

1923                                                                                                                                              

------ 

563 

Round figures on the lower half of the number tend to indicate stray finds. 

Objects from the EES seasons at Amarna (1920s-30s) are numbered as: TA (for Tell el-Amarna) + date + 

number in a series of finds. Anna Stevens has created a very useful small finds database for Amarna 

objects, see: 

 http://www.amarnaproject.com/pages/recent_projects/material_culture/small_finds/database.shtml   

For a comprehensive list of Petrie’s object marks, see Ashvini Sivakumar’s report on the ACCES website: 

‘Transcription of A.J. Arkell card index to marks on objects in the Petrie Museum’. It was noted, 

however, that this can be a difficult resource to navigate. 

 

Discussion 

Object Marks were agreed to be a very useful way of identifying the context of objects, especially when 

otherwise there are several drawbacks in doing so. For example, complications arise when some 

material remains in local collections, without being accessioned until some time after it arrived there. In 

contrast to the splitting-up of objects from their original contexts, often ‘false’ sets of objects were 

created – when in fact they had no original association. Some collections also received very informal 

http://www.digitalegypt.ucl.ac.uk/archaeology/petriedigsindex.html
http://www.amarnaproject.com/pages/recent_projects/material_culture/small_finds/database.shtml


donations of Egyptian/Sudanese objects – simply for ‘edification.’ These may or may not bear object 

marks. 

Object marks may be confused with museum accession number, which often includes an ‘E’ for Egypt. 

A good source for pottery types is that published in Petrie’s Diospolis Parva (1901), with the later Corpus 

of Prehistoric Pottery and Palettes appearing in 1920. These refer to accessioned objects in museums. 

This information is particularly useful, as it has been possible to identify individual objects in small 

collections, because Petrie sometimes drew items precisely to scale. Drawing quality was, however, 

variable year upon year, and objects may only be represented by less-helpful silhouettes. It was 

suggested that a typology of the sorts of objects that made it to museums/display would be useful, with 

a simple introduction, perhaps hosted on the ACCES website. It was also suggested that some form of 

index of sites be constructed for each season showing the context numbers used that excavation year. 

A priority, from a researcher’s point of view, would be to have information on currently unknown 

numbered objects. Thus, the recording of this information by ACCES members is to be encouraged. For 

small museums, a major benefit would be the proper contextualisation of a seemingly random object – 

enabling a ‘story’ to be built around it, or at least the ability to ‘slot’ an object into the narrative of major 

excavations.  

The significance of tracing objects for local history was also felt to be important. In trying to establish 

acquisition and accession information for objects, local government annual reports are a very useful 

resource. The fact that many local newspapers have also recently been made available in digital form 

could also provide a local dimension to the post-excavation history of objects. The success of a 

Renaissance North West-funded project based at Liverpool University, which has reunited some of 

Garstang’s objects in Blackburn, Burnley and Kendal, proves the potential for telling local stories using 

Egyptian and Sudanese objects. 

It was suggested that it would be useful to scan the catalogues of exhibitions of objects when they 

arrived in the UK and before they were distributed (now held in the EES). These often contain more 

information about an object than museum registers or distribution lists. 

Both Steven and Alice emphasised their willingness to give an opinion on object marks from 

photographs. The new version of the ACCES website will include an ‘enquiry’ function that can circulate 

questions about topics such as object marks to relevant core curators. 

 

 

 

 

 



FEEDBACK on Object Marks Workshop 

“Very useful and engaging; interested in (and now empowered) to get students doing research on 

context/origins etc” 

“It was very interesting. I learned a great deal. We only have c. 40 objects – and none have numbers, but 

some are reputed to be connected to Petrie excavations. So perhaps we may be lucky to actually tie in, 

but it seems unlikely.” 

“Excellent, especially Petrie marks for museum at Worcester but only due to nature of Worcester 

collection” 

“Directly applicable as I have been researching the pots we have at Macclesfield that have pot marks” 

“Very good – informative” 

“Very good, extremely useful in identifying marks & sources” 

“I thought the session might be a bit too in depth for me as a beginner to Egyptology, but I felt it was a 

good introduction to the topic that could be taken at many different levels. Gained lots of insight into 

excavations”  

 

On the right is a vessel, now in Burnley, that was identified by its object mark (93F) as coming from the 

excavations of John Garstang at the Fort Cemetery at Hierakonpolis. On the left is an excavation photo, 

now held in the Garstang Archive at Liverpool University, showing the vessel in situ in a grave. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Predynastic decorated  pottery vessel in the Pitt Rivers Museum from grave a23 at el-Amrah with 

excavation memoir reference (A3) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Small kohl pot, showing both the distinctive ‘fraction’ numbering system of Guy Brunton. The ‘23’ is hort 

for the year date (1923), and 400 indicates - like other round numbers – that this object comes from 

cemetery 400, rather than a specific tomb.  



 

Typical example of Petrie’s ‘tomb cards’, giving the number of the grave (which is inscribed on each of 

the objects), and the objects it contained. This is an important way to identify the excavation context of 

objects which may be dispersed among many different collections. 

 


